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Good Morning, 

linda <ml4jd@aol.com> 
Tuesday, May 2, 2023 8:19 AM 
BOS-Clerk of the Board 

Today 

When is the Board meeting in Tahoe? Until the entire board sees the disaster in the mountains, the 
county cannot be dealing with the continuing disaster properly. And Thank you for extending the 
declaration. 
Last week the EDC DOT here in the Upper Lake Valley took equipment out to So. Upper Truckee 
Road between Tom Celio's ranch down past Supervisor Laine's cabin and past the FS cabins to 
repair massive places of missing road. They stopped there after 1 day. They didn't return to continue 
the emergency repairs that the road needs all the way to the end of the road. This is unacceptable 
and smacks of favoritism for Tom Celie is the former head of the DOT up here and the current head 
of the Citizen's Oversight Committee for Measure S funds. Also our Supervisor's property is 
benefited- in this spot road repair. Finish the work ... 
On another matter, vote no to funding the Boy Scouts. Period. We in Tahoe have nothing. We have 
no Community Centers for gathering. We have an American Legion Building that needs a roof and 
until that's funded I oppose all one-offs to repair broken Supervisor's reputations. 
I agree with Supervisor Parlin who said we should give money to places for people to gather all over 
the county. 
On vacation rentals. Since 67% of the rentals are in the basin portion of EDC any additions of 
personnel to police VHRs needs to be proportional. So 2 officers in Tahoe to 1 on the west slope 
would be fair. Simple math. This is residents greatest gripe .. . fix it 
equitably please. 
Time for an update on where EDC employees are working. Last summer only 38% of staff were 
working in our offices. What is it now? Nothing is happening fast at the new county building in Tahoe. 
Did we even need it? 
Please give the citizens a current situation update on staff and office Real Estate. 

Thank you, Linda Witters, Upper Lake Valley 


